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Tetraceno[2,1,12,11-\textit{opgra}]tetracene-extended tetrathiafulvalene – redox-controlled generation of a large PAH core†

Søren Lindbæk Broman, Cecilie Lindholm Andersen, Tanguy Jousselin-Oba, Mads Mansø, Ole Hammerich, Michel Frigoli and Mogens Brøndsted Nielsen

Two tetraceno[2,1,12,11-\textit{opgra}]tetracene-extended tetrathiafulvalenes were prepared and found to undergo reversible conversion into their planar polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) upon electrochemical oxidation – at potentials probing the best valence bond representations.

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) is a redox-active molecule undergoing two reversible one-electron oxidations, generating two aromatic 1,3-dithiolium rings, and has for this reason found wide interest in both materials and supramolecular chemistry. Its redox properties can be finely tuned by incorporation of a \(\pi\)-extended spacer between the two dithiafulvene (DTF) units. By incorporation of a 9,10-anthracenediyldiene spacer as in compound 1 (Fig. 1), two-electron oxidation does not only lead to generation of two aromatic dithiolium rings but also to an aromatic anthracene core. Similarly, tetracene and pentacene cores have been obtained by two-electron oxidation of the corresponding extended TTFs (ext-TTFs) and a pentacene core from a derivative of compound 2 by removal of four electrons. The oxidations have significant consequences for the molecular geometries, changing from “butterfly-like” or “saddle-like” shapes to planar acene cores to which the 1,3-dithiolium rings are nearly perpendicular. Synthesis of large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) or nanographeines, being small sections of graphene, has in parallel found wide interest due to their electronic properties of relevance for development of organic devices such as light-emitting diodes, field-effect transistors, and photovoltaic devices. The combination of PAHs and TTFs should thus have the potential to furnish molecules and materials with new interesting properties and possessing multiple redox states with distinct conformations. For compounds including two DTF units, the dication would consist of the intact PAH \(\pi\)-core in regard to geometry, conjugation pattern and number of Clar’s aromatic sextets. Very recently, Giguère and Morin reported derivatives of one such super-extended TTF, 3 (\textit{ANT-TTF}), based on an anthanthrene (\textit{ANT}) core containing six fused benzene rings. We became interested in expanding the number of rings further and turned our attention to the dibenzo-anthanthrene which is a tetraceno[2,1,12,11-\textit{opgra}]tetracene scaffold (\textit{TT}) containing a total of eight fused benzene rings.

This PAH was first reported in 1937 by Vollmann et al. It has been shown recently by Frigoli and co-workers that \textit{TT} derivatives functionalized with (triisopropylsilyl)acetylene substituents showed very similar optical and electrochemical properties as compared to those of the 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilyl)pentacene, but with much higher stability. This stability was attributed to the aromaticity of the \textit{TT} unit, which is comparable to an anthracene along each tetracene (Fig. 1). Indeed, according to the Clar’s sextet rule, the \textit{TT} core is best described as two anthracenes fused at the \(a\) face and bridged...
by two 1,2-vinylidene spacers (Fig. 1). This description was based on simple structural considerations supported by NICS calculations. Here we present the synthesis and properties of ext-TTFs (4, TT-TTF) based on this core (functionalized with substituents to furnish solubility and to prevent aggregation in solution). By comparing the redox properties to those of the previously reported ext-TTFs, we find that the value of the oxidation potential of such molecules is probing the change of aromaticity when proceeding from the ext-TTF to the acene (Fig. 3). Conversely, we found that simply adding NaHMDS to the phosphonate ester 6b gave good yields whereas for the corresponding SET derivative 6a only small amounts of the desired product 8a were formed. It is noteworthy that a HWE reaction was previously attempted for the synthesis of a derivative of 3 using a dithiole with no peripheral substituents, but without success. It seems that the peripheral substituents play a significant role for the success of this reaction and not only the dione itself.

To further extend the conjugated π-system, we prepared the benzo-fused super-extended TTF 9 following a recent methodology for generating the DTF rings. A chloroolefination of 5 gave 10 (72%) along with some of the intermediate 11 (18%). Next, treating 10 with benzene-1,2-dithiole in the presence of Bu₄NOH gave 9 (35%). This product suffered from poor solubility, which limited its characterization, but electrochemical characteristics were achieved.

The UV-Vis absorption spectra of 8b in various solvents are shown in Fig. 3. The compound exhibits a longest-wavelength absorption maximum at 571 nm in CH₂Cl₂ with a remarkably high molar absorptivity of 59.9 × 10³ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹. For comparison, the longest-wavelength absorption maximum of the native TT is around 586–589 nm, and the disruption of this PAH by the two DTF units is therefore seen to give a small blueshifted absorption. Only minor solvatochromic effects are observed in the studied solvents (CH₂Cl₂, CHCl₃, THF, PhMe, acetone, and MeCN). Thus, only a small blueshift is observed in MeCN (λ_max = 562 nm; see ESI†). No concentration dependence was observed in the concentration range 2.0 × 10⁻⁶–2.2 × 10⁻⁵ M in CH₂Cl₂ as the UV-Vis absorption data followed the Lambert–Beer law when plotting the absorbance at different wavelengths against the concentration (see ESI†). Thus, the aryl substituents efficiently disrupt any aggregation.

To shed light on the possible conformations of the TT-TTF, density functional theory (DFT) calculations (RB3LYP/cc-pVDZ)
were performed using Gaussian 09. To save computational time, these studies focused on 8a with SET groups, and the effect of the orientation of the SET groups was not addressed. Two conformers were obtained (Fig. 4); for the one, the two DTF units are in a syn relationship and the core is U-shaped, while for the other, the two DTF units are in anti relationship and the core is S-shaped. The thermodynamic stabilities of the two conformers are very close, with the syn form being only 1.3 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) more stable. For both conformers, the aryl groups are nearly orthogonal to the core, hence preventing association between molecules in agreement with the spectroscopic studies. For 6,14-bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-tetraceno[2,1,12,11-opqra]tetracene, the two aryl groups were also found to be orthogonal to the core (ESI†). Hindered rotation around the TT-aryl single bond makes the two Me groups on each aryl carbon – non-identical in the non-planar syn and anti conformations, but they are observed as a singlet in the \(^1\)H-NMR spectrum at 300 K (500 MHz; CD\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)), which indicates that the DTF units flip fast between up and down positions, interconverting the environment of the Me groups. However, at 270 K the signal is broadened and at 240 K it appears as two singlets (see ESI; † slow exchange situation). Further cooling to 211 K causes each of the two singlets to split into a small and large singlet (ratio of ca. 1 : 3.5), possibly indicating that the inherently different Me protons on the syn and anti conformations are now distinguishable; thus, each conformer has two different pairs of identical Me groups (pointing up and down).

The redox properties of 8b were studied by cyclic voltammetry in CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\) (0.1 M Bu\(_4\)NPF\(_6\)). The cyclic voltammogram shows three oxidation steps corresponding to the exchange of two, one, and one electron, respectively (Fig. 5). First, a chemically reversible two-electron process is observed at \(E^\circ = 0.008\) V (vs. Fe\(^{3+}/Fe\(^{2+}\)) corresponding to the oxidation of the two DTF units to the dithiolium state which is accompanied by the formation of a fully aromatic TT core (Scheme 2). This is in analogy with what has been reported for smaller acenes.\(^5,8,17\) DFT calculations supported generation of the planar TT core with bond lengths similar to those calculated for the parent TT (see ESI†). The change in bond length for one of the carbon–carbon bonds of the core upon oxidation is indicated in Scheme 2 (using 8a for calculational convenience). The second reversible and third irreversible oxidation step, observed at \(E^\circ = 0.716\) V and \(E_p = 1.124\) V, reflect the one-electron oxidations of the TT core, first to a persistent radical cation and then to a highly reactive dication. The latter undergoes a chemical follow-up reaction, most probably due to nucleophilic attack by residual water, resulting in the formation of a cationic intermediate, the irreversible reduction of which is seen at \(E_p = 0.25\) V during the backward scan. This classical behavior of the aromatic core has earlier been reported for a number of other aromatic hydrocarbons including, e.g., 9,10-disubstituted anthracenes.\(^15\) The structurally related compound 9 showed similar behavior (see ESI†) with the two-electron process being observed at \(E^\circ = 0.071\) V and electron transfer processes related to the core at \(E^\circ = 0.768\) V and \(E_p = 1.21\) V. For a derivative of TT (TTa, see ESI, p. S10†) some non-ideal behavior was observed, but the voltammogram allowed for estimates of the formal potential for the 1\(^{\text{st}}\) redox couple \((E^\circ = 0.196\) V; formation of TT\(^{\text{cat}}\)) and the peak potential for the 2\(^{\text{nd}}\) electron transfer process \((E_p = 0.869\) V; formation and further reaction of TT\(^{\text{cat}}\)).

Thus, the presence of the positively charged dithiolium rings increases the oxidation potential of the TT core by about 0.5 V.
It is interesting to compare the first two-electron oxidation potentials of 9 to those reported previously for benzo-fused ext-TTFs (Fig. 6). The oxidation becomes more difficult (larger potential) the longer the resulting acene is. A reverse trend is observed for acenes in which the oxidation potential, the aromaticity, and the stability decrease along with increasing acene length. Based on these two observations, two statements can be given. The oxidation potential gives information about the change of aromaticity from the ext-TTF to the acene, which can be seen from the difference in number of aromatic sextets between the two forms. Secondly, the aromaticity of the acene produced upon oxidation can be gauged. The ratio of aromatic sextets between TT-TTF and TT is 4 : 2; the ratio is 2 : 1 for any ext-TTF and its corresponding acene (≥3 rings). However, the oxidation potential of the TT-TTF is close to that of the anthracenediylidene-extended TTF (as we expect a slightly lower potential in MeCN than in CH$_2$Cl$_2$), suggesting that TT has an aromaticity similar to anthracene (in agreement with other work$^{19}$). According to NICS calculations, ANT should have an aromaticity similar to that of naphthalene.$^{20}$ The ratio of aromatic sextets between ANT-TTF and ANT is 2 : 2; likewise a ratio of 1 : 1 is observed between the naphthalenediylidene-extended TTF and naphthalene. The oxidation potential of the smaller ANT-TTF derivative is lower than that of the TT-TTF and indeed comparable to that of the naphthalenediylidene-extended TTF.

In conclusion, combination of TT and TTF has provided the to-date largest PAH-extended TTF derivative, which was shown to undergo a reversible conversion into the planar PAH core upon oxidation. Oxidation/reduction of exocyclic substituents is thus a convenient way of switching between PAH conformations. It supplements the structural approach where non-hexagonal defects are incorporated into nanographenes, such as 5- or 7-membered rings, causing distortions from planarity.$^{21}$ Importantly, a comparison of redox potentials of PAH-ext-TTFs shows that the first two-electron oxidation potential is a convenient probe for the aromatic character of the 2-dimensional PAH formed. It is in agreement with an electronic description of TT as two fused anthracenes (with 1,2-vinylidene spacers) and of ANT as two fused naphthalenes.
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**Notes and references**

12. For details, see ESI.$^\dagger$
15 The solubility of 8b is extremely low in MeCN; the absorption spectrum is included in ESI.†
16 M. J. Frisch, et al., Gaussian 09, EM64L-G09RevB.01, Gaussian, Inc., Wallingford CT, 2010. Full reference in ESI.†